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Abstract. EB3 is a specification language for information systems. The
core of the EB3 language consists of process algebraic specifications de-
scribing the behaviour of the entity types in a system, and attribute
function definitions describing the entity attribute types. The verifica-
tion of EB3 specifications against temporal properties is of great inter-
est to users of EB3. In this paper, we propose a translation of EB3 to
LOTOS NT (LNT for short), a value-passing concurrent language with
classical process algebra features. Our translation ensures the one-to-one
correspondence between states and transitions of the labelled transition
systems corresponding to EB3 and the LNT specification. We automated
this translation with the EB32LNT tool, which makes it possible to verify
EB3 specifications with the use of the CADP toolbox.

1 Introduction

The EB3 [15] method is an event-based paradigm tailored for information sys-
tems (ISs). A typical EB3 specification defines entities, associations, and their
respective attributes. The process algebraic nature of EB3 permits the explicit
definition of intra-entity constraints. Yet its specificity against common state-
space specifications, such as the B method [1] and Z, lies in the use of attribute
functions, a special kind of recursive functions on the system trace, which com-
bined with guards, facilitate the definition of complex inter-entity constraints in-
volving the history of events. The use of attribute functions is claimed to simplify
system understanding, enhance code modularity and streamline maintenance.

In this paper, we present part of our work regarding the verification of EB3,
i.e., the detection of errors inherent in EB3 specifications. Specification errors in
EB3 can be detected with the aid of invariants also known as static properties or
temporal properties known as dynamic properties. From a state-based point of
view, an invariant describes a property on state variables that must be preserved
by each transition or event. A dynamic property relates several events. Tools such
as Atelier B [10] provide methodologies on how to define and prove invariants. In



[18], an automatic translation of EB3’s attribute functions with B is attempted.
Although the B Method [1] is suitable for specifying static properties, dynamic
properties are very difficult to express and verify in B. Hence, in our attempt
to verify dynamic properties of EB3 specifications we move our attention to
model-checking techniques.

The verification of EB3 specifications against temporal properties with the
use of model checking has been the subject of some work in the recent years. [14]
compares six model checkers for the verification of IS case studies. The specifica-
tions used in [14] derive from industrial case studies, but the prospect of a uni-
form translation from EB3 program specifications is not studied. [7] summarizes
the fundamental difficulties for designing a compiler that would translate a given
EB3 specification to process algebra LOTOS NT [11], an approach that would
make use of the verification suite CADP (Construction and Analysis of Dis-

tributed Processes) [16] to verify properties against the source system. In short,
the majority of these works treat specific case studies drawn from the informa-
tion systems domain leading to ad-hoc verification translations, but nonetheless
lacking in generalization capability.

The absence of model-checking tools for the verification of EB3 specifications
led us to consider the direct casting of EB3 to model checking specifications.
This approach turned out to be rather involved. We used the Nu-SMV [8] model
checker as our target language. Nu-SMV verifies models against branching time
properties in CTL [9]. The need to verify EB3, that is event-based by nature,
against action-based properties, entailed some “syntactic acrobatics” from our
side, as a means to transform them to their state-based equivalent properties.
The issue is addressed in [12]. Furthermore, Nu-SMV’s close resemblance to low-
level programming languages made the automatic translation a strenuous and
time-consuming task. The treatment of inherent features of EB3, such as the
non-deterministic closure of EB3 expressions, i.e., E∗ and the guarded expres-
sions containing attribute function calls, necessitated the use of intermediate
structures such as Petri Nets [27]. The lack of recursive type definitions within
the Nu-SMV specification language forced us to consider binary encodings for
complex data structures in EB3 such as lists and sets. Finally, the translation
algorithm gave us complex Nu-SMV specifications for simple EB3 specifications
and poor verification performance.

We then studied the option of using existing model checking tools for process
algebras. One such tool is FDR [5] that verifies CSP [19] specifications with the
method of refinement checking between the system and the property in question
expressed as a CSP model. The design of EB3 was partly inspired by CSP, which
made FDR a promising candidate for this task. However, the refinement-based
approach to verification does not seem very well suited for verifying certain
temporal properties as explained in [21]. Though the majority of the properties
we are interested in could well be verified in FDR, we were soon discouraged by
our experimental results, which proved that it was unnatural to translate EB3

specifications to CSP.
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Finally, we turned our attention to LOTOS NT (LNT for short), a process
algebra specification that derived from LOTOS [4]. It is one of the input lan-
guages of CADP, a toolbox with state-of-the-art verification features. CADP
permits the verification of system specifications against action-based temporal
properties. Interesting projects in the area of protocol verification with CADP
can be found in [6] and [31], among many others3.

Translating process algebra specifications to LNT is not a new idea. In [24],
an automatic translation of π-calculus [26] to LNT was undertaken. In [30],
FSP [23] specifications were translated to LOTOS. The aim for both projects
was to make the verification features of CADP available to π-calculus and FSP
users. Another interesting project is found in [17], in which CHP (Communicat-
ing Hardware Processes), a process algebra devoted to the description of asyn-
chronous hardware processes, is translated to LOTOS. To this end, we propose
an automatic translation from EB3 specifications to LNT. We identify the diffi-
culties mentioned in [7] and solve them. In Section 2 and 3, we introduce EB3

and LNT. Section 4 describes the EB32LNT translator. Section 5 illustrates an
industrial case study that provides evidence to the usefulness of our translation
and Section 6 draws up some conclusions and lines for future work.

2 EB
3

The EB3 method has been specially designed to specify the functional behaviour
of information systems (ISs). A standard EB3 specification comprises:

1. a class diagram representing entity types and associations for the information
system being specified;

2. a process algebra specification, denoted by main , describing the information
system, i.e., the valid traces of execution describing its behaviour;

3. a set of attribute function definitions, which are recursive functions on the
system trace; and

4. input/output rules, to specify outputs for input traces, or SQL used to spec-
ify queries on the business model

We limit the presentation to the process algebra (see Figure 1) and the set
of attribute functions used in the IS. An EB3 Specification is a set of attribute
function definitions, AttrF and a set of process definitions, ListPE . The trace
semantics of EB3, SemT [15], is given in Fig. 2 as a set of rules named RT−1 to
RT−11.

Let ρ ∈ Act stand for an action of either form α (p1 : T1, . . . , pn : Tn), where
α ∈ lab is the label of the action and pi (i ∈ 1..n) are elements of type Ti, or λ,
which stands for the internal action. An action ρ is the simplest EB3 process,
whose semantics are given by rule RT−1. Note that λ is not visible in the EB3

execution trace, i.e., it does not impact the definition of attribute functions. The

3 see http://cadp.inria.fr/case-studies for a list of 152 published case-studies using
CADP
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EB3 ::= AttrF ; ListPE
AttrF ::= . . . /* attribute functions */

ListPE ::= P (x) = E | P (x) = E ; ListPE
E ::=

√ | λ | α (v) | E.E | E|E | E∗ | E|[∆]|E | |x :V :E |
|[∆]|x :V :E | GE ⇒ E | P (t)

Fig. 1. EB3 syntax

RT−1 :
ρ

ρ−→ √
RT−2 :

E1

ρ−→ E′

1

E1.E2

ρ−→ E′

1
.E2

RT−3 :
E

ρ−→ E′

√
.E

ρ−→ E′

RT−4 :
E1

ρ−→ E′

1

E1|E2

ρ−→ E′

1

RT−5 :
E∗

λ−→ √
RT−6 :

E
ρ−→ E′

E∗
ρ−→ E′ · E∗

RT−7 : √|[∆]|√ λ−→ √
RT−8 :

E1

ρ−→ E′

1 E2

ρ−→ E′

2

E1|[∆]|E2

ρ−→ E′

1
|[∆]|E′

2

in (ρ,∆)

RT−9 :
E

ρ−→ E′

GE ⇒ E
ρ−→ E′

‖GE‖ RT−10 :
E1

ρ−→ E′

1

E1|[∆]|E2

ρ−→ E′

1
|[∆]|E2

¬in (ρ, ∆)

RT−11 :
E[x := t]

ρ−→ E′

P (t)
ρ−→ E′

P (x) = E

Fig. 2. EB3 trace semantics SemT

symbol
√

denotes successful execution. EB3 processes can be combined with
classical process algebra operators such as the sequence (RT−2, 3), the choice

(RT−4) and the Kleene Closure (RT−5, 6) operators. Rules (RT−7, 8, 10) refer
to the parallel composition E1|[∆]|E2 of E1, E2 with synchronization on ∆⊆ lab.
The condition in (ρ, ∆) is true, iff the label of ρ belongs to ∆. The symmetric
rules for choice and parallel composition have been omitted. Expression E1|||E2

is equivalent to E1|[∅]|E2 and E1||E2 to E1|[lab]|E2.

In RT − 9, the guarded expression process GE ⇒ E can execute E if the
predicate GE holds. GE contains calls to attribute functions, i.e., functions
defined on the system trace. Concretely, the truth value of GE depends on the
executed actions.

Quantification is permitted for choice and parallel composition. If V is a set
of attributes {t1, . . . , tn}, |x :V :E and |[∆]|x :V :E stand respectively for E[x :=
t1]| . . . |E[x := tn] and E[x := t1]|[∆]| . . . |[∆]|E[x := tn], where E[x := t] denotes
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1. A book can be acquired by the library. It can be discarded, but only if it has not been lent.
2. An individual must join the library in order to borrow a book.
3. A member can relinquish library membership only when all his loans have been returned.
4. A member cannot borrow more than the loan limit defined at the system level for all users.

BID = {b1, . . . , bm}, MID = {m1, . . . , mp}

main = ( ||| bId : BID : book (bId) ) ||| ( ||| mId : MID : member (mId)∗ )

book (bId : BID) = Acquire (bId). borrower (T, bId) = ⊥ → Discard (bId)

member (mId : MID) = Register (mId). ( ||| bId : BID : loan (mId, bId)∗ ). Unregister (mId)

loan (mId : MID, bId : BID) = borrower (T, bId) = ⊥ ∧ nbLoans (T, mId) < NbLoans

→ Lend (bId , mId). Return (bId)

nbLoans (T : tr , mId : MID) : Nat⊥ = borrower (T : tr , bId : BID) : MID =
match T with match T with

[ ] → ⊥ [ ] → ⊥
| T

′. Lend (bId , mId) → nbLoans (T′, mId) + 1 | T
′. Lend (bId, mId) → mId

| T
′. Register (mId) → 0 | T

′. Return (bId) → ⊥
| T

′. Unregister (mId) → ⊥ | → borrower (T′, bId)
| T

′. Return (bId) ∧ mId = borrower (T, bId)
→ nbLoans (T′, mId) − 1

| → nbLoans (T′, mId)

Fig. 3. EB3 specification and attribute function definitions

the replacement of all occurrences of x by t. For instance, ||x : {1, 2, 3} : a (x)
stands for a (1)||a (2)||a (3). By convention,|x :∅ :E = |[∆]|x :∅ :E =

√
. Given an

EB3 process expression E, we write vars (E) for the set of variables occurring
free in E.

Example. In Fig. 3, we give the functional requirements of a library management
system and the corresponding EB3 Specification.

Function main is the parallel interleaving between m instances of process book

and p instances of process member . Process book stands for a book acquisition
followed by its eventual discard.

The attribute function borrower (T, bId), where T is the current trace, re-
turns the current borrower of book bId or ⊥ if the book is not lent, by looking
for events of the form Lend (mId , bId) or Return (bId) in the trace. In process
book, action Discard (bId) is thus guarded to guarantee that book bId cannot
be discarded if it is currently lent.

Execution. We show how the EB3 Specification describing the library manage-
ment system is evaluated w.r.t. the standard semantics, SemT and alternative
memory-based semantics, SemM

4, wherein attribute functions are computed dur-
ing program evolution and stored into program memory M . SemM and SemT

can be proven equivalent. The proof is beyond the scope of this paper.

The idea behind SemM lies in the simple observation that the attribute func-
tions can be turned into state variables carrying the effect of the system trace on
their corresponding values. For instance, provided that BID = {b1, b2}, MID =
{m1, m2}, we take state variables M = (bor [bId1 ], bor [bId2 ],nbL[mId1 ],nbL[mId2 ]),

4 SemM can be found in the appendix for referee’s eyes only
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where bor stands for borrower and nbL for nbLoans , respectively. More formally,
if f (T, x1 :T1, . . . , xr :Tr) is an attribute function, we construct |T1| × . . . × |Tr|
state variables, where |Ti| (i ∈ 1..r) stands for Ti’s cardinality. Intuitively, coding
attribute functions as part of the system state is beneficial from a model-checking
point of view as as it avoids keeping (potentially huge) trace in memory.

We set NbLoans = 2. Fig. 4 shows how main is modified for the valid trace:
TD = Lend (bId1 ,mId1 ).Reg (mId2 ).Reg (mId1 ).Acq (bId2 ).Acq (bId1 )5.

main (A)

Acq (bId2).Acq (bId1)
−−−−−−−−−−−−−→

borrower (T, bId1 ) = ⊥ → Discard (bId1 ) |||

borrower (T, bId2 ) = ⊥ → Discard (bId2 ) |||

( ||| mId : MID : member (mId)∗ ) (B)

Reg (mId2).Reg (mId1)
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→

borrower (T, bId1 ) = ⊥ → Discard (bId1 ) |||

borrower (T, bId2 ) = ⊥ → Discard (bId2 ) |||

( ||| bId : BID : loan (mId1 , bId)∗ ). Unregister (mId1 ). member (mId1 ) ∗ |||

( ||| bId : BID : loan (mId2 , bId)∗ ). Unregister (mId1 ). member (mId2 ) ∗ (C)

Lend (bId1, mId1)
−−−−−−−−−−−→

borrower (T, bId1 ) = ⊥ → Discard (bId1 ) |||

borrower (T, bId2 ) = ⊥ → Discard (bId2 ) |||

(Return (bId1 ). loan (mId1 , bId1 ) ∗ ||| loan (mId1 , bId2 )∗).Unregister (mId1 ). member (mId1) ∗ |||

( ||| bId : BID : loan (mId2 , bId)∗ ). Unregister (mId1 ). member (mId2 ) ∗ (D)

Fig. 4. Execution

T M = (bor [bId1 ], bor [bId2 ], nbL[mId1 ], nbL[mId2 ])

A [ ] (⊥,⊥,⊥,⊥)

B Acq (bId2 ).Acq (bId1 ) (⊥,⊥,⊥,⊥)

C TB .Reg (mId2 ).Reg (mId1 ) (⊥,⊥, 0, 0)

D TC .Lend (bId1 , mId1 ) (mId1 ,⊥, 1, 0)

Fig. 5. States

The intermediate states A, B, C and D for SemT and SemM are given in Fig. 5.
The first column corresponding to SemT keeps track of the system trace, whereas
SemM gives a finite state system since the domains of its attribute functions are
finite and bounded. All variables are equal to ⊥6 for T = [ ]. Focussing on tran-
sition C → D, in order to check borrower (T, bId1 ) = ⊥ ∧ nbLoans (T,mId1 ) <

5 Acq stands for Acquire and Reg for Register , respectively
6 see borrower ’s and nbLoans ’s script for T = [ ] in Fig. 3
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B ::= stop | null | G (O1, . . . , On) where E | B1; B2

| if E then B1 else B2 end if | var x :T in B end var | x := E |
| loop L in B end loop | break L | select B1 [] . . . [] Bn end select

| par G1, . . . , Gn in B1|| . . . ||Bn end par | P [G1, . . . , Gn] (E1, . . . , En)

O ::= !E | ?x

Fig. 6. LNT syntax (limited to the fragment used in this paper)

2, SemT evaluates borrower (T, bId1 ) and nbLoans (T,mId1 ) by traversing the
trace and applying their corresponding attribute function formulas. On the con-
trary, SemM evaluates M based solely on the current memory and the event
to occur. We have borD[bId1 ] = next (borC [bId1 ]) = mId1 7, borD[bId2 ] =
borC [bId2 ] = ⊥, nbLD[mId1 ] = nbLC [mId1 ] + 1 = 1 and also nbLD[mId2 ] = 0,
if the event Lend (bId1 ,mId1 ) is to be executed.

3 LNT

LNT combines the best features of imperative and functional programming lan-
guages and value-passing process algebras. It has a user friendly syntax and for-
mal operational semantics defined in terms of labeled transition systems (LTSs).
LNT is supported by the LNT.OPEN tool of CADP, which allows the on-the-fly
exploration of the LTS corresponding to an LNT specification.

We present the fragment of LNT that serves as the target of our transla-
tion. Its syntax is given in Fig. 6. LNT terms denoted by B are built from
actions, choice (select), conditional (if ), sequential composition (;), breakable
loop (loop and break) and parallel composition (par). Communication is car-
ried out by rendezvous on gates G with bidirectional transmission of multiple
values. Synchronizations may also contain optional guards (where) expressing
boolean conditions on received values. The special action δ is used for defining
the semantics of sequential composition. The internal action is denoted by the
special gate i, which cannot be used for synchronization. The parallel composi-
tion operator allows multiway rendezvous on the same gate. Expressions E are
built from variables, type constructors, function applications and constants. La-
bels L identify loops, which can be stopped using ”break L” from inside the loop
body. Offer O can be either a send offer (!) or a receive offer (?). Processes are
parameterized by gates and data variables. The semantics of LNT are formally
defined in [11].

4 Translation from EB
3 to LNT

Attribute functions. Our translation of EB3 relies on semantics SemM. Thus,
we explicitly model in LNT a memory, which stores the state variables corre-

7 see borrower ’s script for T = T
′.Lend (bId ,mId) in Fig. 3
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sponding to attribute functions (we call these variables attribute variables) and
is modified each time an action is executed.

A difficulty comes from the fact that LNT does not feature built-in global
variables and that accesses to local variables is restricted in parallel processes,
so that in “par proc1 || proc2 end par”, every variable written in proc1 cannot
be accessed (i.e., read or written) in proc2.

Therefore, assuming n attribute functions f1, . . . , fn, we model the memory
as a process M placed in parallel with the rest of the system (a common approach
in process algebra), which manages for each attribute function fi an attribute
variable (also named fi) that encodes the function. To read the values of these
attribute variables (i.e., to evaluate the attribute functions), processes need to
communicate with the memory M , and every action must have an immediate
effect on the memory (so as to reflect the immediate effect on the execution
trace). To achieve this, the memory process synchronizes with the rest of the
system on every possible action of the system (including λ, to which we associate
an LNT gate written LAMBDA), and updates its attribute variables accordingly.
The list of attribute variables f = (f1, . . . , fn) is added as a supplementary offer
on each EB3 action α (v), so that attribute variables can be directly accessed to
evaluate the guard associated to the action, wherever needed. Therefore, every
action α (v) will be encoded in LNT as α (!v, ?f), and synchronised with an
action of the form α (?x, !f) in the memory process M , thus taking benefit of the
bidirectional value exchange available in LNT, a feature inherited from LOTOS.

To formalize our translation, we first assume that lab = {α1, . . . , αq} (not
including λ), AtFct = {f1, . . . , fn}, each action αj has formal parameters xj ,
and each attribute functions fi has formal parameters yi. It is also assumed

that attribute functions are defined following the scheme of Fig. 7, where exp
j,k
i

are expressions (of the same type as fi’s return type), cond
j,k
i are boolean ex-

pressions, hd (T) denotes the last element of the trace, and tl (T) denotes the
trace without its last element. Expressions can be constructed from objects and
operations of user-defined domains, such as integers, booleans and more com-
plex domains that we do not give formally, for lack of space. These objects and
operations can be easily defined in LNT.

We also assume that the attribute functions are ordered, so that for all h ∈
1..n, i ∈ 1..n, j ∈ 1..q, k ∈ 1..mj , every function call of of the form fh (T, . . .) oc-

curring in exp
j,k
i or cond

j,k
i satisfies h < i and every call of the form fh (tl(T), . . .)

satisfies h ≥ i. Such an ordering can be constructed if the EB3 specification does
not contain circular dependencies between function calls, which would poten-
tially lead to infinite attribute function evaluation. Ordering attribute functions
in this way allows the memory to be updated consistently, from f1 to fn in
turn. At every instant, not-yet-updated values correspond to calls of the form
fh (tl(T), . . .) (the value of fh on the previous trace), whereas already-updated
values correspond to calls of the form fh (T, . . .) (the value of fh on the current
trace). The condition thus enables the trace parameter to be discharged from
function calls, ensuring that while updating fi, calls to functions fh with h < i

8



fi (T, yi) =

8

>

>

<

>

>

:

exp0,0
i if T = [ ]

q
_

j=1

mj
_

k=1

(hd (T) = αj (xj) ∧ cond j,k
i )⇒ expj,k

i otherwise

Fig. 7. Attribute function definitions

correspond (now implicitly) to calls with parameter T, and calls to functions fh

with h ≥ i correspond to calls with parameter tl(T).

process M [α1, . . . , αq,LAMBDA : any] is

var f : type (f), y
1
: type (y

1
), . . . , yn : type (yn), x1 : type (x1), . . . , xq : type (xq) in

upd0

1
; . . . ; upd0

n;
loop

select

α1 (?x1, !f); upd1

1
; . . . ; upd1

n

[] . . . []

αq (?xq, !f); updq
1
; . . . ; updq

n

[] LAMBDA (!f)
end select

end loop

end var

end process

upd j
i

.
= enum (yi, upd

j,1
i ; . . . ; upd j,q

i )

upd j,k
i

.
= if mod (cond j,k

i ) then fi[ord (xi)] := mod (expj,k
i ) end if

enum ([], B)
.
= B

enum (x :: y, B)
.
= x := firstT ;

loop Lx in

enum (y, B)
if x 6= lastT then x := nextT (x) else break Lx end if

end loop where T = type (x)
[ord (x)]

.
= [ord (x1)] . . . [ord (xl)], ?x = (?x1, . . . , ?xl), where x = (x1, . . . , xl)

mod (E)
.
= E [ fi (tr , vi)← fi[ord (vi)] | i ∈ 1..n, tr ∈ {T, tl (T)} ]

Fig. 8. LNT code for the memory process implementing attribute functions

Process M is defined in Fig. 8. It runs an infinite loop, which “listens” to all
possible actions αj of the system. Each attribute variable fi is an array with ni

dimensions, where ni is the arity of the attribute function fi minus 1 (because
the trace parameter has been discharged). Dimension j thus corresponds to
parameter y

j
i , so that fi[ord (v1)] . . . [ord (vni

)] encodes the current value of
fi (T, v1, . . . , vni

), where ord (v) is a predefined LNT function that denotes the
ordinate of value v, i.e., a unique number between 0 and the cardinal of v’s
type minus 1. For each type T we assume that we have functions firstT that

9



returns the first element of type T , lastT that returns the last element of type
T , and nextT (x) that returns the successor of x in type T . Such functions are
available in LNT for all finite types. Function mod transforms an expression E

by syntactically replacing function calls by array accesses, while discharging the
trace parameter as explained above.

Upon synchronisation on action αj (?xj , !f) with the LNT process corre-
sponding to EB3’s main process (see Subsection 4.2), the values of all attribute
variables fi (i ∈ 1..n) are updated. Function upd

j
i casts the attribute function

definition fi to LNT. For j = 0, we get the initialisation function for fi, i.e., the
value of fi when T = [ ]. By convention, cond

0,0
i is trivially true.

Process expressions. We define a translation function t from an EB3 pro-
cess expression to an LNT process. Most EB3 constructs are process algebra
constructs with a direct correspondance in LNT. The main difficulty arises in
the translation of guarded process expressions of the form GE ⇒ E, since rule
RT−9 (Fig. 2, page 4) stipulates that GE is evaluated only on the first action
ρ occurring in E. This led us to consider a second parameter for the translation
function t, namely the guard GE to be evaluated on the first action occurring
in the process expression E. The definition of t (E,GE) is given in Figure 9. An
EB3 specification E0 will then be translated into the LNT parallel composition
“par α1, . . . , αq,LAMBDA in t (E0, true) || M [α1, . . . , αq] end par” and every
process definition of the form “P (x) = E” will be translated into the following
LNT process:

process P [α1, . . . , αq,LAMBDA : any] (x : type (x)) is

t (E, true)
end process

The rules of Fig. 9 can be commented as follows:

– Rule (lam) translates the λ action. Note that λ cannot be translated to
the empty LNT statement null, because execution of λ may depend on a
guard GE , whose evaluation requires the memory to be read, so as to get
attribute variable values. This is done by the LNT communication action
LAMBDA (?f). The guard GE is evaluated after replacing calls to attribute
functions (all of which have the form fi (T, vi)) by the appropriate attribute
variables, using function mod defined in Fig. 8. Rule (act) is similar.

– Rule (seq) translates EB3 sequential composition into LNT sequential com-
position. By doing so, the evaluation of GE is passed to the first process
expression.

– Rule (guard) makes a conjunction between the guard of the current process
expression with the guard already accumulated from the context.

– Rules (sel) and (xsel) translate the choice and quantified choice operators of
EB3 into their direct LNT equivalent.

– Rule (loop) translates the Kleene closure into a combination of LNT loop
and select, following the identity E∗ = E.E∗|λ. Note however that this rule
only applies to the case of a guard that is trivially true. In other cases, Rule
(other) applies, as will be commented below.
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t (λ,GE ) = LAMBDA (?f) where mod (GE ) (lam)

t (α (v),GE ) = α (v, ?f) where mod (GE ) (act)

t (E1.E2,GE ) = t (E1,GE ); t (E2, true) (seq)

t (GE ′ ⇒ E,GE ) = t (E,GE and GE ′) (guard)

t (E1|E2,GE ) = select t (E1,GE ) [] t (E2,GE ) end select (sel)

t (|x : V :E,GE ) = var x := any V ; t (E,GE ) end var (xsel)

t (E∗, true) = loop LE in

select

t (E, true) [] LAMBDA (?f); break LE

end select

end loop (loop)

t (E1|[∆]|E2, true) = par ∆ in t (E1, true) || t (E2, true) end par (par)

t (|[∆]|x :V :E, true) = par ∆ in E[x← v1] || . . . || E[x← vn] end par

where V = {v1, . . . , vn} (xpar)

t (P (v), true) = P [α1, . . . , αq, LAMBDA] (v) (proc)

In all other cases:

t (E,GE ) =

8

>

>

>

>

<

>

>

>

>

:

if mod (GE ) then t (E, true) else stop end if

if GE does not call attribute functions

par α1, . . . , αq ,LAMBDA in

t (E, true) || prGE [α1, . . . , αq ] (vars (GE ))
end par otherwise

(other)

Fig. 9. Translation from EB3 process to LNT process
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– Rule (par) translates EB3 parallel composition into LNT parallel compo-
sition. Again, this rule only applies to the case of a guard that is trivially
true.

– Rule (xpar) translates EB3 quantified parallel composition into LNT parallel
composition by expanding the type V of the quantification variable, since
LNT does not have a quantified parallel composition operator. Again, this
rule only applies to the case of a guard that is trivially true.

– Rule (other) applies when the expression E is a process call or a Kleene
closure or a parallel composition and the expression E is not trivially true.
If the guard GE does not use attribute functions, then its value does not
depend on the trace, and it can be evaluated immediately without any com-
munication with the memory process (first case).
Otherwise, the guard must apply only to the first action reached during
execution of E. A way to implement this would consist in expanding the
process expression E into a choice in which every branch has a fixed initial
action, which the guard could apply to (a form commonly called head normal

form [2] and used principally in the context of the process algebra ACP [3] as
a means to analyse the behaviour of recursive process algebra definitions).
We preferred an alternative solution that avoids the potential combinato-
rial explosion of code due to static expansion. A process prGE (defined in
Fig. 10) is placed in parallel to t (E, true) and both processes synchronise on
all actions. Process prGE thus imposes on t (E, true) the constraint that the
first executed action must satisfy the condition GE that prGE encodes (then

branch). For subsequent actions, the condition is relaxed (else branch).

Correctness of the Transformation.

Proposition 1. Consider an IS, its EB3 Specification and a set of actions Act.

Then, for action ρ∈Act and E,E’ valid EB3 processes in the IS:

E
ρ (x)−−−→ E′ iff ∃f such that t (E, true)

ρ (x,f)−−−−→ t (E′, true)

The proof of this proposition is tedious and can be done by induction on the
EB3 processes.
Tool and Benchmark. We developed an automatic translator tool from EB3

specifications to LNT, named EB32LNT, implemented using the Ocaml Lex/Yacc
compiler construction technology. It consists of about 900 lines of OCaml code.
We applied EB32LNT on a benchmark of EB3 specifications, which includes
variations of the library management system examined in its simplest version in
Section 2 and a bank account management system.
Complexity of the Transformation. We noticed that for each EB3 specifi-
cation the equivalent LNT specification is twice as big. This expansion is caused
firstly by the fact that all parallel compositions in EB3 should be expanded in
LNT and secondly by the fact that LNT is slightly more verbose and structured
than EB3. LNT requires more keywords, gates have to be declared explicitly and
passed as parameters to each process call. In the worst case, the size of a LNT
term is proportional to O (max{|Vi|}), where Vi, i ≥ 0 is the set of entity type

12



process prGE [α1, . . . , αq ,LAMBDA : any] (z1, . . . , zm) is

var b : bool, y
1
: type (y

1
), . . . , yq : type (yq) in

b := true;
loop L in select

if b then

b := false;
select

α1 (?y
1
, ?f) where mod (GE )

[] . . . []

αq (?yq , ?f) where mod (GE )
[]

LAMBDA (?f) where mod (GE )
end select

else

select

α1 (?y
1
, ?f)

[] . . . []

αq (?yq , ?f)
[]

LAMBDA (?f)
end select

end if

[] break L end select end loop

end var

end process

Fig. 10. Process prGE

domains present in processes of the form x :Vi :E and |[∆]|x :Vi :E. |Vi| stands
for the cardinality of Vi.

5 Case Study

The case study examined here is the library management system seen in Section
2 enhanced wih extra functionalities:

1. A book can always be acquired by the library when it is not currently acquired.
2. A book cannot be acquired by the library if it is already acquired.
3. An acquired book can be discarded only if it is neither borrowed nor reserved.
4. A person must be a member of the library in order to borrow a book.
5. A book can be reserved only if it has been borrowed or already reserved by some member.
6. A book cannot be reserved by the member who is borrowing it.
7. A book cannot be reserved by a member who is reserving it.
8. A book cannot be lent to a member if it is reserved.
9. A member cannot renew a loan or give the book to another member if the book is reserved.

10. A member is allowed to take a reserved book only if he owns the oldest reservation.
11. A book can be taken only if it is not borrowed.
12. A member who has reserved a book can cancel the reservation at anytime before he takes it.
13. A member can relinquish library membership only when all his loans have been returned and

all his reservations have either been used or canceled.
14. Ultimately, there is always a procedure that enables a member to leave the library.
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15. A member cannot borrow more than the loan limit defined at the system level for all users.

Verification with CADP. All 15 requirements (that we name p1−15) to ver-
ify were expressed in MCL [25]. MCL is an extension of the alternation-free
µ-calculus [20] with ACTL-like [13] action formulas and PDL-like [22] regular
expressions, allowing a concise and intuitive description of safety, liveness, and
fairness properties without sacrificing the efficiency of verification. MCL com-
bines data handling mechanisms (quantified variables and fixed point parame-
ters), extended regular expressions, and constructs inspired from programming
languages.

We verified the LNT specification corresponding to the library management
system on an Intel(R) Core(TM) i7 CPU 880 @ 3.07GHz. All properties were
proven true as expected and the results can be found in Fig. 11. In the first line,
(b, m) corresponds to the number of books and members of the IS. The second
line gives the time needed to generate the corresponding LTS to the LNT model
and the rest lines give the verification time for each requirement. Property p2 is
formalised by the following MCL formula:

[true*. { ACQ !”B1” }. (not { DIS !”B1” })*. { ACQ !”B1” }] false

This formula follows the standard safety pattern: “[α]false”. It evaluates to
true if no execution path matches the regular expression written inside the box
modality. The meaning of p2’s regular expression is that we cannot have a se-
quence of ACQUIRE operations for book B1, if there is no DISCARD operation
for B1 in the meantime. Notation true inside [ ] refers to all possible actions in
the IS. Property p12 is formalised in the following manner:

[ true*. { RES !”M1” !”B1” }.
( not ({ TAKE !”M1” !”B1” } or { TRANSFER !”M1” !”B1” } ))* ]

〈( not ( { TAKE !”M1” !”B1” } or { TRANSFER !”M1” !”B1” } ))*.
{ CANCEL !”M1” !”B1” }〉 true

This formula is a liveness property. Liveness properties of the form “[α]〈β〉true”
state that every execution path matching the regular expression α (in this case,
book B1 has been reserved by member M1 and subsequently neither taken not
transfered) ends in a state from which there exists an execution path matching
the regular expression β (in this case, the reservation can be cancelled before
being taken or transfered).

6 Conclusion

We have presented a translation from EB3 specifications to LNT. This transla-
tion makes it possible to use all the state-of-the-art verification features of CADP
to analyze EB3 specifications. The translation is automated by EB32LNT and
validated on various examples.

We plan to present a formal proof of correctness for the transformation. We
will also study abstraction techniques for the verification of properties regard-
less of the number of components e.g. members, books that participate in the
IS (Parameterized Model Checking). We will observe how the insertion of new
functionalities to the ISs affects this issue. Finally, we will formalize this in the
context of EB3 specifications.
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(b,m) (3,2) (3,3) (3,4) (4,3)

time 1.892s 14.421s 31m39.743s 140m22.734s

p1 0.328s 1.800s 5m19.108s 20m13.876s

p2 0.208s 2.960s 9m26.623s 36m7.443s

p3 0.236s 4.960s 12m52.984s 55m33.744s

p4 0.240s 1.716s 5m15.644s 18m40.526s

p5 0.268s 2.188s 6m46.537s 21m52.770s

p6 0.216s 1.900s 5m53.798s 19m40.458s

p7 0.232s 2.224s 6m45.353s 22m39.589s

p8 0.224s 2.240s 6m52.046s 22m27.872s

p9 0.244s 2.288s 6m38.593s 22m29.164s

p10 0.280s 13.345s 43m59.497s 62m7.837s

p11 0.260s 2.544s 6m36.161s 22m14.027s

p12 0.260s 4.060s 10m47.316s 45m9.069s

p13 0.380s 4.288s 11m46.216s 1m7.924s

p14 0.264s 3.616s 10m41.476s 37m33.689s

p15 0.220s 2.828s 7m53.570s 28m56.505s

Fig. 11. Experimental results
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7 Appendix

M0

i (x) = ‖exp0,0
i (x)‖

next (Mi) (x) = ‖expj,k
i (x)[fj ← if j < i then next (Mj) else Mj ]‖,

where 1 ≤ i ≤ n, 1 ≤ k ≤ mi

RM−1 :
(ρ,M)

ρ−→ (
√

, next (M))

RM−2 :
(E1, M)

ρ−→ (E′

1, M
′)

(E1.E2, M)
ρ−→ (E′

1
.E2, M ′)

RM−3 :
(E,M)

ρ−→ (E′, M ′)

(
√

.E, M)
ρ−→ (E′, M ′)

RM−4 :
(E1, M)

ρ−→ (E′

1, M)

(E1|E2, M)
ρ−→ (E′

1
, M ′)

RM−5 :
(E∗, M)

λ−→ (
√

, M ′)

RM−6 :
(E, M)

ρ−→ (E′, M ′)

(E∗, M)
ρ−→ (E′ ·E∗, M ′)

RM−7 :
(
√|[∆]|√, M)

λ−→ (
√

,next (M))

RM−8 :
(E1, M)

ρ−→ (E′

1, M
′) (E2, M)

ρ−→ (E′

2, M
′)

(E1|[∆]|E2, M)
ρ−→ (E′

1
|[∆]|E′

2
, M ′)

in (ρ, ∆)

RM−9 :
(E, M)

ρ−→ (E′, M ′)

(GE ⇒ E, M)
ρ−→ (E′, M ′)

‖GE [fi ←Mi]‖

RM−10 :
(E1, M)

ρ−→ (E′

1, M
′)

(E1|[∆]|E2, M)
ρ−→ (E′

1
|[∆]|E2, M ′)

¬in (ρ,∆)

RM−11 :
(E[x := t], M)

ρ−→ (E′, M ′)

(P (t), M)
ρ−→ (E′, M ′)

P (x) = E

Fig. 12. EB3 memory-based semantics SemM
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module library is

type BOOKID is b1, b_bot with "eq", "ne", "ord" end type
type MEMBERID is m1, m2, m_bot with "eq", "ne", "ord" end type
type ACQUIR is array [0..1] of BOOL end type

type BOR is array [0..2] of MEMBERID end type

process book[ACQ, DIS: ANY](bid: BOOKID) is
var borrower: BOR in

ACQ(bid); DIS(bid, ?borrower) where (borrower[ord(bid)] eq m_bot)
end var
end process

process loan[LEND, RET: ANY](mid: MEMBERID, bid: BOOKID) is

var acquired: ACQUIR, borrower: BOR in
LEND(bid, mid, ?acquired, ?borrower)

where ((borrower[ord(bid)] eq m_bot) and (acquired[ord(bid)] eq true)); RET(bid)

end var
end process

process member[REG, UNREG, LEND, RET: ANY](mid: MEMBERID) is

REG(mid); loop L in select break L [] loan[LEND, RET](mid, b1) end select end loop;
UNREG(mid)

end process

process memory[ACQ, DIS, REG, UNREG, LEND, RET: ANY] is

var mid: MEMBERID, bid: BOOKID, acquired: ACQUIR, borrower: BOR in
borrower:= BOR(m_bot); acquired:= ACQUIR(false);

loop select
ACQ(?bid); acquired[ord(bid)]:= true

[]

DIS(?bid, ?borrower); acquired[ord(bid)]:= false
[]

REG(?mid)
[]

UNREG(?mid)

[]
LEND(?bid, ?mid, !acquired, !borrower); borrower[ord(bid)]:= mid

[]
RET(?bid); borrower[ord(bid)]:= m_bot

end select
end loop
end var

end process

process MAIN [ACQ, DIS, REG, UNREG, LEND, RET: ANY] () is

par ACQ, DIS, REG, UNREG, LEND, RET in

par
loop L in select break L [] book[ACQ, DIS](b1) end select end loop

||
par

loop L in select break L [] member[REG, UNREG, LEND, RET](m1)
end select end loop

||

loop L in select break L [] member[REG, UNREG, LEND, RET](m2)
end select end loop

end par
end par
||

memory[ACQ, DIS, REG, UNREG, LEND, RET]
end par

end process

end module

Fig. 13. LNT code for the Library Management System example (2 members, 1 book)
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P1 is a classical liveness P. The second conjunct expresses the eventuality that a book
be withdrawn from the library before it is reacquired.

macro P (B) =

(
(

[ ( not { ACQ !B } )* ] < { ACQ !B } > true
)

and
(
[ true*. { DIS !B }. ( not { ACQ !B } )* ] < { ACQ !B } > true

)
)

end_macro

P ("B1") and P ("B2") and P ("B3")

P2 is a safety P.

macro P (B) =

(
[ true*. { ACQ !B }. ( not { DIS !B } )*. { ACQ !B } ] false

)

end_macro

P ("B1") and P ("B2") and P ("B3")

P3.

macro P (B) =

(
(

[ true*. ( ({ LEND ?ANY : STRING !B } or { TAKE ?ANY: STRING !B }) ).
(not { RET !B })*. { DIS !B } ] false

)

and
(

[ true*. { RES ?ANY : STRING !B }.
(not ( { CANCEL ?ANY : STRING !B } or { RET !B } ))*. { DIS !B } ] false

)

)
end_macro

P ("B1") and P ("B2") and P ("B3")

P4. The first conjunct expresses the fact that a member cannot borrow a book if
(s)he has not registered to the library. The second conjunct expresses that if a member
relinquishes his/her membership, (s)he may not lend a book neither via the regular
loan process Lend nor the reservation action RES.

macro P (M) =
(

(

[ ( not { JOIN !M })*.
( {LEND !M ? ANY: STRING } or { TAKE !M ?ANY : STRING } ) ] false

)
and
(

[ true*. { LEAVE !M }.
( not { JOIN !M })*. ({LEND !M ? ANY: STRING } or { TAKE !M ?ANY : STRING } ) ] false

)
)

end_macro

P ("M1") and P ("M2")

Fig. 14. Verifications of requirements P1-P4
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P5: The first conjunct expresses the obligation for a book not to be lent in order to be
added to the reservation list. The second conjunct complements the first in the sense
that at least one loan cycle is completed in the beginning of the transition sequence
via RET !B thus making the book available for loan again. The third conjunct denies
any reservation history for the book in question. All possible loan operations should
be excluded as well. Notably the P:

[ (not ( { RES ?ANY: STRING !B } ))*. { RES ?ANY: STRING !B } ] false

is false as the regular expression inside the box modality may trigger a loan before the
reservation.

macro P(B) =

(
[ ( not ( { LEND ?ANY: STRING !B } or { TAKE ?ANY: STRING !B } ))*.

{ RES ?ANY: STRING !B } ] false

)
and

(
[ true*. { RET !B }. ( not ( { LEND ?ANY: STRING !B } or { TAKE ?ANY: STRING !B } ))*.

{ RES !B } ] false
)
and

(
[ ( not ( { LEND ?ANY: STRING !B } or { TAKE ?ANY: STRING !B } or

{ TRANSFER ?ANY : STRING !B } or { RES ?ANY: STRING !B } ))*.
{ RES ?ANY: STRING !B } ] false

)

end_macro

P("B1") and P ("B2") and P("B3")

P6: The difficulty here lies in the fact that the borrower may transfer the book to
another member. For this reason, the specification

[ true*. { LEND !M !B }. (not ({ RET !B }))*. { RES !M !B } ] false

would be false as can be verified by the model checker. Note that we need the con-
junction of all instances of the macro Q for possible values of books and members.
Symmetry in the EB3 specification may lead us to consider one instance only e.g.
Q (”B1”, ”M1”) in the P thus reducing the time it needs to evaluate.

macro Q (B, M) =

(
[ true*. { LEND !M !B }. (not ({ RET !B } or { TRANSFER ?M2: STRING !B } ))*.

{ RES !M !B } ]
false

)
end_macro

Q("B1", "M1") and Q("B2", "M1") and Q("B3", "M1") and
Q("B1", "M2") and Q("B2", "M2") and Q("B3", "M2") and

Q("B1", "M3") and Q("B2", "M3") and Q("B3", "M3")

P7

macro Q (B, M) =

(
[ true*. { RES !M !B }. (not ({ TAKE !M !B } or { CANCEL !M !B }))*.

{ RES !M !B } ]
false

)

end_macro

Q("B1", "M1") and Q("B2", "M1") and Q("B3", "M1") and
Q("B1", "M2") and Q("B2", "M2") and Q("B3", "M2") and
Q("B1", "M3") and Q("B2", "M3") and Q("B3", "M3")

Fig. 15. Verifications of requirements P5-P7
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P8: In this case, exploiting the symmetry is crucial to avoid the exponential state space
explosion.

macro Q (B, M1, M2) =
(

[ true*. { RES !M1 !B }. ( not ({ TAKE !M1 !B } or { CANCEL !M1 !B }) )*. { LEND !M2 !B } ]
false

)

end_macro

Q("B1", "M1", "M2")

P9

macro Q (B, M) =

(
[ true*. { RES !M !B }. ( not ({ TAKE !M !B } or { CANCEL !M !B }) )*.

{ RENEW !B } ] false
)
end_macro

Q("B1", "M1")

P10: This P should be rephrased in the following way: It may not happen that a first
member reserves a book and another member that reserves the book later takes it
before the first member.

[
true*.

{ RES ?M1: STRING ?B: STRING }.
( not ( { TAKE !M1 !B } or { CANCEL !M1 !B } or { TRANSFER !M1 !B } ))*.
{ RES ?M2: STRING !B where M2 <> M1 }.

( not ({ TAKE !M1 !B } or { CANCEL !M1 !B } or {TRANSFER !M1 !B } ))*.
{ TAKE !M2 !B }

] false

P11 corresponds to the classical P pattern: α1 is not true between processes α2 and
α3, which is expressed by the formula:
[ true*. α2. (¬ α3)*. α1. (¬ α3)*. α3 ] false, where
α1 = ({ LEND !M !B } or { TAKE !M !B }) , α2 = ({ LEND !M !B } or { TAKE !M !B }) and
α3 = { RET !B }.

macro Q (B, M) =

(
[ true*. ({ LEND !M !B } or { TAKE !M !B }). ( not ( { RET !B } ) )*.

( { LEND !M !B } or { TAKE !M !B } ). ( not ( { RET !B } ))*.

{ RET !B } ] false
)

end_macro

Q("B1", "M1")

P12

macro Q (B, M) =
(

[ true*. { RES !M !B }. ( not ({ TAKE !M !B } or { TRANSFER !M !B } ))* ]
< ( not ( { TAKE !M !B } or { TRANSFER !M !B } ))*. { CANCEL !M !B } > true

)

end_macro

Q("B1", "M1")

Fig. 16. Verifications of requirements P8-P12
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P13

macro Q (B, M) =

(
(

[ true*.
( {LEND !M !B } or { TAKE !M !B } ).

( not ( {RET !B } or { TRANSFER !"M2" !B } or { TRANSFER !"M3" !B } ))*.
{ LEAVE !M }. ( not ( {RET !B } or { TRANSFER !"M2" !B } or { TRANSFER !"M3" !B } ))*.
( {RET !B } or { TRANSFER !"M2" !B } or { TRANSFER !"M3" !B }) ] false

)
and

(
[ true*. { RES !M !B }. ( not ( { TAKE !M !B } or { CANCEL !M !B } ))*.

{ LEAVE !M }. ( not ( { TAKE !M !B } or { CANCEL !M !B } ))*.

( { TAKE !M !B } or { CANCEL !M !B } ) ] false
)

)
end_macro

Q("B1", "M1")

P14

macro Q (M) =
(

[ true*. { JOIN !M }. ( not { LEAVE !M })* ] < ( not { LEAVE !M })*. { LEAVE !M } > true

)
end_macro

Q("M1")

P15: This P is dependent on the maximum number of books a member can have in his
possession at any time. Supposing that this number is set to two the P can be written:

macro Q (M) =

(
[ true*. let B1: STRING:= "B1", B2: STRING:= "B2" in

( { LEND !M !B1 } or { TAKE !M !B1 } ).

( not ({ TRANSFER ?M2: STRING !B1 } or { RET !B1 } ))*.
( { LEND !M !B2 } or { TAKE !M !B2 } ) end let ] false

)
end_macro

Q("M1")

Fig. 17. Verifications of requirements P13-15
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